Creating Stunning Etched Photos With Your Epilog Laser System

Easy, predictable photo engraving. It’s not asking so much, is it? Unfortunately, photo engraving is neither predictable, nor easy. Until now. We’ve combined Epilog Laser’s unbeatable engraving quality with CADlink’s powerful laser photo processing software, PhotoLaser Plus. Engrave your customers’ most detailed photos - even those hard to engrave landscapes - and produce more detailed photo engravings than ever before.


Have questions? Give us a call! Or view a demonstration of the software at www.epiloglaser.com/photo_laser_plus.htm.

303.277.1188 · sales@epiloglaser.com
1.888.437.4564
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Creating Stunning Etched Photos

Even difficult photos with dark foregrounds and backgrounds engrave well when processed with PhotoLaser Plus.

Even difficult photos with dark foregrounds and backgrounds exhibit even detailed engraving results when processed with PhotoLaser Plus.

FOR THE HIGHEST QUALITY PHOTO ENGRAVING, USE PHOTOLASER PLUS BY CADLINK

Are you looking for a system that engraves outstanding photographs? How about a system that engraves photos in a predictable way for your customers?

Epilog Laser has partnered with CADlink to bring you the industry’s best photo processing software: PhotoLaser Plus. The easy-to-use software interface and powerful photo processing tools allow you to create the highest quality photographs you’ve ever seen!

Using this powerful software, you can import your favorite photos and quickly process them for engraving on wood, acrylic, glass, leather, marble, and many more materials with the most consistent, highest-quality results possible.

- The industry choice for engraving photography, PhotoLaser Plus takes your imported photograph and processes it to optimize the dot pattern and lighting for the crispest, most detailed photograph possible.
- A landscape with a dark background? No problem for PhotoLaser Plus. A mountain scene filled with buildings? When engraved, you’ll see more details than you thought possible. Amateur vacation photos? They’ll jump off the page as you create permanent memories for your customers.
- Features the most photo processing tools in one package! Tested with Epilog’s laser systems to create the most effective settings possible for YOUR laser system!

Software Benefits:

- COMPLETELY AUTOMATED PHOTO PROCESSING DESIGNED FOR YOUR FAVORITE MATERIALS
- SEAMLESS INTEGRATION WITH CORELDRAW USING APPLICATION LAUNCHER.
- CONVERT PHOTOS INTO READY-TO-CUT VECTOR FILES.
- TEXT CONDENSE, SERIALIZATION AND MULTI-PLATE Badge LAYOUT FEATURES INCLUDED.

Visit www.epiloglaser.com/photo_laser_plus.htm for details or call 303-277-1188.
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The process of using PhotoLaser Plus to process a photograph is as easy as advertised.

1) Import your .jpg, bmp, or .tiff photo from a digital camera, scanner, or email. Size it to fit your engraving area.

2) Select Transform from the PhotoLaser Plus menu.

3) Choose your material and press OK. Material choices are very extensive and are optimized to produce stunning results on a wide range of products, including multiple wood types, marble, acrylic, glass, leather, plastic, and much more.

That’s it – your photo is ready to engrave. Send it to the laser and start engraving. It’s really that easy!

The Unmatched Quality of PhotoLaser Plus

IMAGINE YOUR SHOWROOM OR WEBSITE FILLED WITH STUNNING SAMPLES CREATED WITH YOUR EPILOG LASER

Photo processing, as easy as 1-2-3

More Than Just Photo Processing

The photo processing capabilities of PhotoLaser Plus are an incredible value, but CADlink also includes several popular engraving tools as part of this versatile software package! Powerful and easy to use, these professional software tools are included as a bonus and work seamlessly with your Epilog Laser:

Badge Layout

Engraving personalized name badges is very profitable, but can be difficult to set up without the proper tools. PhotoLaser Plus includes a badge layout tool for easy setup of multi-plate layouts. Choose your variable text, set the number of badges you are creating, and import your data to quickly create badges, nameplates or other high-volume projects.

Automatic Text Condensing

Every oversized text string is automatically condensed to fit on the badge. What a time saver!

Data Serialization

For variable data, nothing matches the ease of use of PhotoLaser Plus. Select the multi-field alphanumeric data you would like to serialize and the software does it for you. Combine fixed and variable data fields in one job setup, such as in a model/serial tag, and the software does it for you.

Contour Cut

The Contour Cut feature traces a hairline outline around a scanned image or graphic, which is used to indicate an engraving line. Both inner and outer contours can be traced.

And More!

We’ll be highlighting various features of PhotoLaser Plus in our upcoming Technical Library articles and providing ongoing training on the software as we discover more helpful features that will optimize your business!